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~ Have a Wonderful Thanksgiving with Family and Friends ~

Done in a Day had its first very
successful Third Thursday Food Drive.
We were able to fill two vehicles with food
for St. Matthew's Pantry! Thank you to all
who contributed! It was SO much fun to
see you in person! Our next Third
Thursday will be December 17th!
Pictured: Mary Giannini and Kyle Jones

CIC in Action:

LEVERAGING TECHNOLOGY TO EQUIP, EDUCATE &
EMPOWER
The Hope for Families' mission is to equip, educate and empower families to achieve a
higher quality of life, a greater sense of community and foster economic opportunity and
hope. The agency has found that today's working families are part of the "net-culture"
where a lack of computer-based skills result in a "digital divide," limiting success in the
workplace and home life. Hope For Families is working to close this divide by improving
low-income adults' computer literacy skills, and this year a grant from TLC has helped
them achieve this goal.

The League Club provided funding for Hope for Families to launch a technology project
to invest in desperately needed computer lab equipment and curriculum enhancements
for the computer skills classes. The project is designed to reach adult students of low
income families in Collier County, especially the Golden Gate and East Naples
areas. Hope For Families anticipates that 120 people will benefit from this program and
that the numbers will increase next year as they continue to build partnerships with
other organizations in the community. In addition, 90% of the students will complete the
course with significant improvement in computer skills, which will increase their job
retention rates and help them seek better employment opportunities.
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Have a wonderful week!
Maria

